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How often is QA measurement performed?
The quality assurance (QA) measurement is planned to be performed each working day, including
weekend if there is any experiment scheduled.
Typically, the technologist performs the measurement in the early morning. The 32-channel coil is
normally used for the test, and the 20-channel coil is used if it is for the first experiment of the day.
If there is potential concern for the system, the measurement will be repeated in the day for verification
and diagnose.

Procedure of the QA measurement
1) Set up the sphere phantom (stored in the cabinet closest to the
scanner) in the consistent way, including orientation (indicated
by the phantom lid) and padding as shown in Fig. 1, and set laser
cross at the cross of the phantom. These are important for
measurement consistency.
2) At the Siemens Console computer, register “patient” as
QAyymm, where yymm are two digits for year and month, for
example QA1911. The typical way is to start the registration
from the existing “patient”, so all metrics, like “weight” and
“height” etc., will be consistent.

Fig. 1
The Exam cards for QA are stored under
USER\SequenceRegion\QA. Choose the one with correct coil name (32 or 20) for the day, and start
to run sequence under it.

3) For the QA sequence, make sure to position the slices to the center of the phantom without any
rotation.
The “stability” sequence is designed to repeat several times, especially if the system is just turned on
while it often suffers with larger drift.
4) While the scanner is running, the operator can check and register equipment room temperature and
humidity. Make sure the HVAC is not showing any warning.
Type HVAC_param at Command Windows and follow the screen instruction to enter the above the
parameters.
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Processing the daily QA
The processing of QA data is fully automated at the PACS server. The code at PACS will identify the QA
data, convert into NIfTI, define ROIs, compute needed scores, save the measurement, plot the data for
visualization, and send warning email in case of outbound of a score.
1) ROI definition
Fig. 2 shows an example of automated ROI definition based on the center
of gravity of the image: signal (red), ghost (green) and background (cyan).
2) SNR is computed as the ratio between mean signal and the standard
deviation of the background noise (Eq. 1):

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 )
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁 )

Eq. 1

Fig. 2

3) Ghost score is measured as the ratio between the ghost and the mean signal, where ghost is computed
as the difference between ghost image and background noise:

𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺 )− 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁 )
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 )

Eq. 2

4) Drift score measures how stable the signal is over time. It is mean signal change in certain period of
time. For visualization, the drift score here is computed as the fitted slope in 10 minutes, which is the
typical length of a functional run.
5) Two other scores, transmit coil reference amplitude (in volts) and imaging frequency (in Hertz), are
also extracted from the dicom files.

Daily QA plot and interpretation
Next page shows an example of QA plot.
Among these QA scores, the most important ones are SNR and ghost.
The SNR may fluctuate with a large range, due to the small number in the denominator (mean noise),
while it is typically above 300.
The ghost score should be stable over time (2 to 3%), and it mainly depends on the sequence parameters
and field of view. Here we use the FoV similar to our real experiment, and we define the ghost ROI at the
worst ghost image (Fig. 2), so we can catch the worst scenario.
The drift score can change from run to run, or day to day, in large range, but should be lower than 5% in
10 minutes. This is why high-pass filter in fMRI preprocessing is normally necessary.
The imaging frequency is about 123 MHz for 3T scanner. Depending on the regions of phantom or
subjects, it fluctuates in hundreds of hertz. The scanner will adjust the frequency for each run, and it will
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give warning or error if the frequency does not converge. It is included here for major malfunction
detection, so it is not critical to users.
The coil reference amplitude is not critical to users too. We can see the major difference is due to the
different coils.
The helium fill level is monitored by Siemens remotely. We monitor it daily just in case the level drops
due to unexpectedly. The refilling happens once every 4~5 months typically.
The primary water temperature (around 20 °C) is also monitored by Siemens remotely. We check it daily
(since August 2020) to detect potential chiller issue.
The equipment room temperature (around 70 °F) and humidity (around 50%) are maintained by the
special HVAC. We monitor them daily to detect potential issues.

Daily QA data available to users
The PDF plot is available to users at https://ccbbiinfo.asc.ohio-state.edu/CCBBI_QA.pdf . On the top of
the PDF page, there is a link to a CSV file. In case users want to get QA scores, they can download the
CSV file. Users may use some scores as high level regressor if applicable.
This is part of the CSV file. Note that the time is in format of yymmddHHMM.
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